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By Peter Brandvold

Berkley Books, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New.
Reissue. Language: English . Brand New Book. Saddle up for
western action in this Lou Prophet, Bounty Hunter novel from
Peter Brandvold. Lou Prophet loves to keep beautiful women
company. But when the invitation comes from Miss Louisa
Bonaventure, the Vengeance Queen, he finds himself intimate
with hot lead instead of her warm female form. Louisa s got
him riding the brutal Mexican frontier chasing outlaws led by
Tony Lazzaro, a notorious thief whose deadly weapon, Sugar
Delphi, is a blind and blood-hungry pistolera. While Lou and
Louisa hunt for Lazzaro, they ve got two gangs hot on their
tail: vicious Mojaves hungry for white hides, and Mexican
Rurales hungry for gold. They re not sure who s more of a
threat, but decide to keep their enemies closer by riding with
the Rurales. In a true case of the blind leading the blind, Lou
Prophet prays that this pursuit ends with him on the right end
of a smoking pistol.
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This created ebook is great. it was writtern very properly and useful. Its been printed in an exceedingly easy way in fact
it is just right after i finished reading this pdf where basically modified me, alter the way i think.
-- Ag la e B ecker-- Ag la e B ecker

This ebook is definitely worth buying. It is definitely basic but excitement within the fi y percent in the ebook. Its been
designed in an extremely straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this ebook where basically
changed me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Wa r d Mor a r-- Wa r d Mor a r
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